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Suffolk-based Mattison Contract Beds (a division on Mansion House Bedding Company) has 

collaborated with fellow ASAP member House of Fisher over their flagship property located at 100 

Kings Road, Reading Aparthotel. With a blend of studio, 1bed, 2bed and 3bed apartments, this 

was no quick feat! 

The upgrade demonstrates House of Fisher’s dedication to providing their guests with the best 

possible experience when staying within their serviced apartments and their continued investment 

in achieving this.  

To ensure this undertaking was completed, House of Fisher partnered with Mattison Contract Beds, 

a leading UK manufacturer with over 150 years’ experience. Stephen Eccles, Managing Director at 

Mattison Contract Beds said “We have worked closely with House of Fisher to ensure our part in this 

project has been completed on time and on budget. We have a large range of mattresses and divan 

bases for our customers to choose from and I feel their choice of our Hotel Monaco mattress will 

keep their guests coming back time and time again.”  

Trine Oestergaard Stafford, Managing Director at House of Fisher, adds “Selecting the appropriate 

mattress to deliver a fantastic nights’ sleep for our guests was paramount. As such and with the 

guidance of our experienced supplier, we selected ‘The Hotel Monaco mattress’, which looks as 

good as it feels, with plush fillings including polyester, Pure New Wool and silk and offers 1,200 

pocket springs!” Notable features on this pocket sprung model are flag stitched turning handles 

(making it considerably easier for housekeeping staff to turn the mattress) and breather vents to 

assist in keeping the mattress well-ventilated in all seasons. The mattress is completed with tufting; 

not only creating a beautiful decorative finish to the mattress but also creating high loft cushions of 

super-soft comfort.  

As an ASAP Business Partner, Mattison Contract Beds recognise that the serviced apartment industry 

is a thriving alternative to the traditional means of guest accommodation and they have 

wholeheartedly embraced this movement by not only becoming an ASAP Business Partner but also 

actively working with ASAP members to help drive this aspect of the industry forward. 
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